Books stolen from Passages Bookshop, 1/2/20.  
(Portland, Oregon)

Contact Details in case of reappearance in the trade:

Officer Anthony Hill, Portland Bureau of Police
503-545-3436
Case number 20-1394

Or contact bookseller David Abel:
Cell: 503-233-4562
Shop: 503-388-7665

List revised 1/5/20.

Antin, David & Jerome Rothenberg, editors. Some/Thing 1-5. Five volumes total: #1, #2, #3 (two versions), #4-5. Both states of Andy Warhol cover for #3 (printed cardstock, and perforated gummed stamps). Handwritten note from David Antin to Jasper Johns laid into #1. Pencil code: 3662.


(Crumb, R.) *The Last Supplement to the Whole Earth Catalog.* Whole Earth/Realist, 1971. Cover illustration by R. Crumb, inscribed by Crumb (inside cover), “to Art” or “to Arthur”.


Garnett, T. *Observations on a Tour through the Highlands and Part of the Western Isles of Scotland.* Cadell & Davies, 1800. Hardcover, two volumes; many engravings.


